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INTRODUCTION 
1. Let x a, be an infinite series and S, be its nth partial sum. If the sequence 
converges to a limit s, then the series C a,, is said to be summable by the 
logarithmic mean or summable (R, log n, 1) to s, and we write C a, = s 
(R log n, 1). 
Letf be an integrable function with period 2n and let its Fourier series be 
f(t) IV 4 a, + f (a, cos nt + b, sin nt) = i A,(t). 
334 a=0 
Its conjugate series is 
5 (b, cos nt - a, sin nt) = i B,(t). 
n=1 7Z=l 
The derived Fourier series offis C n&(t) and its conjugate series is C n&(t). 
We write 
q)(t) = vz(t) = f(x + q + f(x - t) - 2f(“‘c), 
#J(t) = h(t) = f(.r + q -f@ - q. 
This paper consists of five chapters. In Chapter I, we prove theorems 
concerning logarithmic summability and convergence factors of Fourier 
series. Our theorems contain theorems due to Hardy and Zygmund. In 
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Chapter 2, we generalize theorems due to Mohanty and Nanda concerning 
the Riesz logarithmic summability of the derived Fourier series and some 
associated series. In Chapter 3 we generalize another theorem due to Mohanty 
and Nanda concerning a generalized derivative. In Chapter 4 we prove 
theorems concerning convergence factors of series associated with Fourier 
series, which are generalization of theorems due to Mohanty and Ray. In the 
last chapter we treat convergence of the series C 1 s, - s l/n, where S, is 
the nth partial sum of a Fourier series. Each chapter contains introduction 
and references. 
CHAPTER 1. ON THE LOGARITHMIC SUMMABILITY 
AND CONVERGENCE FACTORS OF FOURIER SERIES 
1. Introduction and Theorems 
1.1. A. Zygmund [l] has proved the following 
THEOREM I. If 
a(t) = j' v)3c(u) du = 0(t) as t -0, (1) 
0 
then the Fourier series off is summable (R, log n, 1) to f (x) at the point x. 
Further G. H. Hardy [2] proved the 
THEOREM II. Suppose that 
Q*(t) = j: ] all du = o (t log +) as t + 0. (2) 
Then the Fourier series off is summable (R, log n, 1) to f (x) at the point x, if 
and only if 
f 
n 944 -du=o log; as 
( ) 
t-0. 
t u 
(3) 
We shall prove a theorem which contains the above two theorems, and 
incidentally give a simple proof of Theorem II. 
THEOREM 1. (i) Suppose that 
Q(t) = j: y=(u) du = o (t log f) as t + 0. (4) 
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Then the Fourier series off is summable (R, log n, 1) to f (x) at the point x, 11 
and only if 
1 
dt = o(log n) as n--+ ‘~0. (5) 
(ii) The condition (5) cannot be replaced by either 
-v @(t) 
J 
t2 dt = o(log n) as n - cc 
1178 
or 
-IT O(t) 
1 t2 sin nt dt = o(log n) as #A co, 1/n 
that is, the factor (7r/2 - sin nt) in (5) cannot be replaced by either 42 or sin nt. 
This theorem is a generalization of Theorem II, since condition (4) is 
weaker than (2) and condition (5) is equivalent to (3) under condition (2). 
Further, Theorem 1 is a generalization of Theorem I, since condition (1) 
is stronger than (4) and also than (5). 
1.2. G. H. Hardy [3] has proved the following 
THEOREM III. The sequence (I/log(n + 1)) is a sequence of conwergence 
factors of the Fourier series off at a point x satisfying the condition 
D*(t) = o(t) as t-+0. (8) 
Recently, R. Mohanty [4] generalized this theorem in the following form: 
THEOREM IV. The sequence (I/log(n + 1)) is a sequence of convergence 
factors of the Fourier series off at a point x satisfying the condition 
i 
n I F&)l - du = o log + 
( 1 
as t --f 0. 
t u 
It is easy to see that condition (9) is weaker than (8). R. hIohanty proved 
this theorem by combining Theorem II and a Tauberian theorem. We can 
prove this theorem directly (without use of Tauberian theorems) and further 
generalize as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let a > 0. Then the sequence (I/(log(n f I))“) is a sequence of 
convergence factors of the Fourier series off at a point x satisfying the condition 
I 
R I P)xWI -du = o ((log+)a) as t-+0. 
t u (10) 
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This theorem is further generalized in the following form: 
THEOREM 3. Let a > 0. Suppose that 
I 
77 944 -du = o ((log;)‘) as t-+0. 
t u 
Then the sequence (l/(log(n + l))a) is a sequence of convergence factors of the 
Fourier series off at the point x, if and only if 
the sequence {sn(x; f )/(log nF> converges, (12) 
where s,(x; f) is the nth partial sum of the Fourier series. 
Condition (10) is stronger than both (11) and (12), so that Theorem 2 is 
contained in this theorem. 
As an application of Theorem 3 we can prove 
COROLLARY. Condition (10) in Theorem 2 cannot be replaced by (11). 
2. Proof of Theorems. 
2.1. Proof of Theorem II. We can suppose that f (x) = 0. By (1) and the 
Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, 
(13) 
% log n . tn = i + j: ,#) sin(h + +) t dt 
k=l 2 sin t/2 
= El ji p)(t) $$ dt + o(log 4 
= Ir+du];$dt +o(logn) 
0 
x4,+1 = dt> 
2 s 
- dt - V~ + o(log n) as n+ co. 
1ln t 
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If we can prove that II,, = o(log n) and v, = o(log n) as n + co, then by 
condition (1) the theorem is proved. Now, 
i 24, 1 ~ dn li” 
log n -1 logn 0 
I v(t)1 dt = 41) 
and, using integration by parts, we get 
Thus we have completed the proof. 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1 (i). By (12), 
%lognt,=u,+j” $ t2 dt “- 
1/n 
j:Is+du)+o(log,l) 
where 
n2j+l 
= ]ZO (;]y+l’;,! 2j + 1 
s 
lP 
v(t) t2j dt = dog n), o 
since 
r 1/n v(t) t2’ dt = [D(t) t2j];ln - - ” 2j jl’n G(t) t”‘-’ dt ” 
as n+ co. 
On the other hand 
= j;,nqy- ) sin nt dt + o(log n). 
Thus we have proved the first part of the theorem. 
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2.3. Proof of Theorem 1, (ii). We consider the even periodic function 
CD(t) = 0 on (77/2,4, 
CD(t) = c,t log l/t sin n,t on (dnk , dnk-J (h = 1, 2,...), 
where nk = 2crkl, ck = km2 (2 > r > 1). Evidently CD satisfies condition (4). 
Further, q~ is integrable, since 
p)(t) = a’(t) = ck log f sin n,t - ck sin n,t + c,n,t log f cos n,t 
on the interval (+zk , r/n& and 
<AC 
* ck l;fpy-l + A f cknk2 nk-l < co. 
k=l k=l k-l 
For any integer n, there is a j such that niPI < n < nj and 
-= CD(t) 
I Is 
~ln'-l 7 dt = cj log l/t sin n.t dt - 
t 3 nln 
+ Er ck jr”“-’ * sin n,t dt 1 
aln~ 
= o(log n) as n+ co. 
On the other hand 
s “9 s =ln*-’ t2 sin nit dt = ci og ‘itsin2  ,t dtt a ntni ah, 
+ El ck j~~~-l F sin akt sin ni  dt 
l--l Ckrzk log n, 
2 &(log nJ2 - A kTl n, _ n 
z k 
>, A log ni forallia 1. 
Thus we have proved that there is an integrable function f, satisfying condi- 
tion (4), such that (6) holds but (7) does not. 
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Next we shall consider the function @(t) = t d/log (2+) on (0, n); then 
(7) holds but (6) does not. 
2.4. Proof of Theorem 3. By Abel’s transformation, we have 
N 2 1 
,:;, l&F = - - 7T (log hqa s n Dm(t)f (t) dt 0 
+L- 1 
s TT 77 (1% w 
DJt)f (t) dt 
0 
=--- 
(log&) %4&f) + (log1N)’ 5v(O;f) + ; R. 
Now, 
N-l 
AR= C ’ jnFf(t)dt+o(l) 
n=,,, 4% n)o+l 0 
dt + o(l) 
N-2 
D,-,(u) du jIf+ dt 
s 
+c l jr D,(u) du jlf+ dt + o(l) n=,,f 4% 4a+2 0 
= - s, + & + T + O(l) 
and 
N-2 
TX c ’ j”@!!!!&j~f~& +0(l) 
n=M n(log n)a+2 rJ 24 
= CL: + v + o( 1) 
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where 
N-2 M-l N-2 n-l 
=c x+x c=tv+x: 
rl=hf k=l n=&f 2=&f 
s a/Al <A du u(log 1 /u)’ + o(l) = o(l), TIN 
and 
N-2 
1 ’ j-r sinlru,/~f$d~[ 
n=,wn(log n)o+2 dn u 
Hence we have proved that V = o(1). 
N-2 
,-J= 1 ' ~"'""i~ du ,:f+dt 
n=M 4og n)a+2 o 
‘N-2 
= O ;I& n(log1n)“+2 (1% nY) = o(l)* 
( 
Therefore T = o(l). Finally we get 
sM = (log AZ).+1 s 
C sin Mu 
d” o u I 
“f+ dt + o(l) 
u 
= (log t)Q+1 
(s:‘” + j-I,,) du ,I? dt + o(l) 
= Y + z + o(l), 
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where 
and 
Y = 0 i (logL~)n+l ,yf (log i)” du) = o( 1) 
s 
77 sin Mu 
n,‘&f u 
du sIf+ dt 
= O ((log AI).+1 n;,\, J 
rT (l”g(;h))” &) = o( 1) 
and similarly S,,, = o(1). 
2.5. Proof of Corollary. By Theorem 3, it is sutlicient to prove that 
there is a function satisfying condition (11) but not (12). Consider the 
function 
f(t) = K 2c1+sa)kt sin(Mk + 1/2)t on (7r/2”+n)L, d2”+““~-“) (k = 1, 2,...) 
= f( 4) = f(t + 2nsr) (n = il, f2,...), 
where a is a positive number and Al, = 2’” (k = 1, 2,...). It is easy to verify 
that condition (11) holds, f is integrable, and 
s,~~~(O;~) 3 Ah(log AfJa as k ---f cc, 
CHAPTER 2. ON THE LOGARITHMIC SUMMABILITY 
OF DERIVED FOURIER SERIES AND SOME ASSOCIATED SERIES 
1. I?ztroduction and Theorems 
1.1. G. Sunouchi [5] applied Riesz logarithmic summability to the 
derived Fourier series and proved the following 
THEOREM I. 1j 
.t 
! 
o 1 z,&(u)l u-l du = o(t) as t + 0, (1) 
then C nB,(x) = O(R, log 71, 1). 
Later R. Mohanty and M. Nanda [6] h as p roved the following generali- 
zation 
THEOREM II. 1f 
r, 1 $,(u)~ u-2 du = 0 (log $j as t 4 0, (2) 
then x nB,(x) = O(R, log 12, 1). 
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We shall prove the 
THEOREM 1. (i) Suppose that 
Y(t) = 11 t,kJu) du = o (t2 log t) as t + 0. (3) 
Then C n&(x) = O(R, log n, 1) if and onZy if 
J err Y(n) c3(n + nu cos(n + 1) u - 3 sin nu) du = o(log n) as n+m. 1/n 
(4) 
(ii) In condition (4), the terms nu co  nu - 3 sin nu and n cannot be 
omitted. 
This is an analogue of the Fourier series theorem in Chapter 1. 
Condition (2) is stronger than (3) and also than (4), so that Theorem II is 
a particular case of Theorem 1. 
1.2. P. C. Rath and R. Mohanty [7] has proved the following 
THEOREM III. If the Cuuch_y integral 
,:, a)(t) t-2 dt = ‘I% 1” #(t) t-” dt = l$i ?J’&) 
E 
exists and 
lim lim sup 
k-m WO 
then the series C s,‘(x)/k converges, where sp’(x) is the kth partial sum of the 
derived Fourier series. 
We prove the following generalization: 
THEOREM 2. (i) Suppose that the integral (5) exists. Then the series 
x sk’(x)/k converges if and only if 
3 k-2 Jr,, Yl(u) (n cos(n + 1) u - u-l sin nu) du. 
(ii) In the condition (7), the term n cos(n + 1)u cannot be omitted. 
Another consequence of Theorem 2 is 
(7) 
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COROLLARY. If the integral Yl(t) is of bounded variation in a neighborhood 
of the origin, then the series C s,‘(x)/k converges. 
1.3. P. C. Rath and R. Mohanty [7] proved the following 
THEOREM IV. If 
j: / #(t); t-’ dt = 0 (t log +) ns t - 0, (8) 
and 
Yl(t) = J‘: a)(u) u-2 du = o (log +#) as t--f 0 
1” Ye up1 du = 0 (log f) 
- t 
as t + 0, (10) 
then the series C sh.‘(x)/k is summable (R, log n, I). 
Our generalization is as follows. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Suppose that condition (9) holds. Then the series 
C s,‘(x)/k is (R, log n, 1) summable if and only if 
3 lim 
1 
__ 1” 
?I’= logn l,n 
Yl(u) u-l (f - sin nu) du. (11) 
(ii) Condition (9) does not imply (11) and the facto7 (n/2 - sin nu) 
cannot be replaced by either 5712 OY sin nu. 
This theorem shows that condition (8) in Theorem IV cannot be omitted 
and that condition (8) can be replaced by 
s 
t ul,(u)I du = o(t) as t - 0. 
II 
2. Proof of Theorems 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1, (i). By the definition, 
m,‘(x) = x i j&(x) = 16 t/(t) (; j sin,ji) dt 
j=l i=l 
= - j; $(t) ; (gl co, jt) dt = - 1; $(t) & (si;(~i!+; ‘) dt 
= - ‘, P(t) J ( 
(k + $) cos(k + ;) t sin(k + $) t cos t/2 
2 sin t/2 (2 sin t!2)2 ) 
dt 
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and then 
-37 
n Q’(X) 
c k = jl (2 ifi/2)2 (sin(n + 1) t - sin t - i ‘y) dt 
h=l k=l 
dt + O(1) 
dt + O(1) = u, + v, + O(1) 
by the condition (3). Using the expansion of the sine function, 
(12) 
we get 
sin t = f (- l)i “‘+’ 
j=O (2j + l)! ’ 
- m 
% - ,Fl (2j + l)! 
(- ‘)j ((fi + I)%+1 - 1 _ f l/n 4(t) t2i-1 dt = qog n) 
h=l 0 
by condition (3) and 
-IT v, = 
J 1/n 
+ 1) t - f dt + 0( 1) = w, - X, + 0( 1). 
h=l 
We shall estimate w, and X, under assumption (3). 
sin nt) dt + o(log n) as n-+m 
and 
(13) 
w, = s I7 *w 1/n t:,sin(n + 1) tdt 
=sn ?(2sinnt-ntcos(n+l)t)dt+o(logn) as n-+ Co. 
1in 
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Therefore 
z’,, =: - 
I 
and then 
&t,$ = & j:,.? (77$-ncos(n-~1)t-33innt)dt+o(l) 
as n - CO, which proves Theorem 1, (i). 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1, (ii). Consider the even periodic function defined 
by 
Y(t) = c,@ log( l/t) sin nkt on (ST/~, IT/~,-,) (R = 2, 3 ,... ), 
-0 on (77/4,4 
where ck = l/P, n, = 2”‘. Evidently this function satisfies condition (3). 
yQ(t) = Y’(t) is integrable, since 
#(t) = 2c,t log( l/t) sin n,t - c,t sin n,t + c,n,t2 log( l/t) cos n,t 
on (z-/n, , 7r/nk-J (h = 2, 3,...) 
and 
<AC Oc ckl;f %l + ,4 f cknkFnk-l < co. 
I;=1 t-1 k=l P-l 
For any integer n, there is an integer j such that nj-r < n < ni and then 
n:n 
t-l log cf] sin njt dt 
t-1 log J- sin n,t dt ( t ) 
< i ck log n, = o(log n) 
h-=1 
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as 1z -+ 00. On the other hand 
mm 
J 
Y(t) te3(3 sin n,t - nit cos(ni + 1) t) dt 
rrhi 
X (3 sin nit sin n,t - nit cos(lti + 1) t sin n,t) dt 
> A log ni (i = 2, 3,...). 
Thus we have proved that the term 3 sin nt - nt cos(n + 1)t cannot be 
omitted. 
Further, we consider the function 
Y(t) = C,P log(l/t) on (+k , dnk-l) (h = 2, 3,...) 
= 0 on (7c/4,4, 
where ck = l/K and np = 22’. Then Y(t) satisfies condition (3) and 4(t) = Y(t) 
is integrable. We can prove that 
and 
.n 
J 
Y(t) t-3 dt > Aci(log ni)* 3 A log ni (i = 2, 3,...) 
l/la( 
n Y(t) t-3(3 sin nt - nt cos(n + 1) t) dt = o(log n) 
l/n 
as n + co. Therefore, the term 7~ in (4) cannot be omitted. 
2.3. Proof of Theorem 2, (i). By formula (12) 
s 
n ‘Nt) + 1) t - sin t - dt 
o (2 sin t/2)2 
= Jl’” + j-l,, = u,I + v;. 
By the existence of (3), 
lrjn @) t2’+1 dt = ,- n/n I)(t) pi+3 __ 
o (2 sin t/2)2 0 t2 (2 sin t/2)2 dt 
z o(n-2j-1) (j = 1, 2,...) 
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where YI(t) = j: 4(u) u-z du, and then 
O” (- 1)j 
Un’ = j;l (23’ + I)! 
(n + 1)2j+l _ 1 _ i Rt) t2j+1 dt = o(l). 
P=l (2 sin t/2)2 
Since lim t+O sr (#(u) sin u)/(2 sin ~42)~ d u exists by assumption (5), we can 
write 
*n $(t) sin t 
-J O+ (2 sin t/2)2 dt + ‘(1) 
= 7&’ - x,’ + A + o(1). 
Now, similarly to (13), we get 
‘-J 
.ii 
x, - @) dt 
rin (2 sin t/2)” J 
‘1 si;?+;; ’ du + d + o( 1) 
=I 
77 
@) 
n,n (2 sin t/2)2 dt J .’ sinnu du + L O 24 4 + o(1) 
-77 
=J 
?w 
8hz (2 sin U2 dt f- t J ‘*ydu) +A +o(l) t 
=*g- rX J w . nln (2 sin t/2)* dt J -p y du + o(1) t 
dt + 41) 
where Y2(t) = sr 9(~)/(2 sin ~42)~ du and 
.n 
XjL’,I z.zz J VW nin (2 sin t/2)2 sin(n + 1) t dt 
Y2(t) cos(n + 1) t dt + o(l) 
=tl 
s 
rr Y2(t) cos(n + I) t dt + o(l). 
nln 
Collecting the above estimates, we get 
n Sk’(X) - “CT== 
k=l 
A + jn Y2(t) (n cos(n + 1) t - t-l sin nt) dt + o(1) 
rrln 
= 
-4 + j:,, Y1(t) ( n cos(n + 1) t - t-l sin nt) dt + o(1). 
Thus we get Theorem 2, (i). 
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2.4. Proof of Theorem 2, (ii). We consider the function defined by 
Y1(t) = Ck cos(n, + I)t on (4~~ , dnk-J (k = 2, 3,...) 
= 0 on (r/4,4 
where cp = l/k 2’” and nk = 22k. Then $(t) = -t2!PI’(t) is integrable, Yr,(+O) 
exists and 
-n lim sup n 
J 
Yl(r) cos(n + 1) t dt = co, 
n-b= 7rln 
3 lim 
s 
w n+m Yl(t) t-l sin nt dt. rrln 
2.5. Proof of Theorem 3, (i). 
CT=‘=, sk’(x)/k then, by (19 
Let S,(x) be the kth partial sum of the series 
- d,(x) = j: (2 sTfi,2)2 
i 
sin(n + 1) t - sin t - 
and 
-77 m Ux) C n = j; (2 iftz)” (ilsin@ ,’ ‘) t - sin t il + 
?l=l 
= j;,dt+ j,,dt=u&+,,. 
Using the expansion of the sine function and assumption (9), we get 
+ 1)2j+l - 1 - i p) jlim $!&!?& dt 
k=l 0 
= o(log n) as m+ co. 
Since ST,, #(t)/(2 tg t/2) dt exkts, 
77 v - 9(t) m- s ( 
-f sin@ +1) t dt -- h (2 sin tB2 n=l n 1 
s 
n - l,m (2 jf;,2)2 (il; g *) dt + (A + o(l)) log m 
= w, -x,, +(A +o(l))logm as m-, cq 
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where, by (13), 
.TT 
J 
a)(t) m+1 . 
zc,,, = ~- 
sin t + ,g2 (n”‘” ‘t; n, 1 
dt 
l.?lfl (2 sin t/2)2 
K sin du 
t 21 
$- (-4 + o(l)) log m, 
t = j( 0 2 sil, u,2 f ?L=l sin(n If :!u) du - + ?zl ; 
-J wt du ; u 0 2 tg U/2 tr . 0 
and then 
+ j; ,,L $? dt j:,,,, $ (~ - ,:1, ~ d~l) + (A + o(l)) log llz 
= Ym + znt +(A +o(l))logm 
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where 
-= Ym = J 
+. f (- l)j 
llrn j=. (2j + 1)2 (2j + l)! = ‘(log m, 
and 
,c& II= TL -n YlM 
2 J 
- dt + o(log m). 
l!rn t 
Collecting the above estimates, we get 
--!-- f s,o = - & /y,m F (; - sin mt) dt + A + o(1). 
log m n=l n 
2.6. Proof of Theorem 3, (ii). We shall consider the function 
Yl(t) = ck log(l/t) sin n,t on Wk , +kl) (h = 2, 3,...) 
zrz 0 on (77/4,4 
where ck = k2, n, = 22k. This function satisfies condition (9), #(t) = - t2Yl’(t) 
is integrable and SI,n Yl(t) t-l dt = o(log n) as rz -+ co, but 
-)7 J y(t) sin:,t dt > &(log n,J2 nlnk 
On the other hand, we consider the function 
@) = d loi(2r,t) 
~- 
On 
which is integrable on (0, w); here 
Yl(t) = s’ #(u) zr2 du E v’ log(2a/t) 
t 
s 
n Yl(t) t-’ dt g (log r~)~/s, 
n/n 
(h = 2, 3,...). 
to,4 
as t + 0, 
s n yl(t) t-l sin nt dt z dlogn as n-+co. nln 
Thus Theorem 3, (ii) is proved. 
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CHAPTER 3. ON THE GENERALIZED DERIVATIVE 
AND LOGARITHMIC MEANS OF THE CONJUGATE DERIVED FOURIER SERIES 
1. Introduction and Theorems 
R. Mohanty and M. Nanda [8] have proved the following 
THEOREM I. If 
.n 
J I 
s-dl$= o(logf) as t--+0? 
t 2sm u/2 
then 
li+i(t;&) - f’(x)) = (C) log 2, (‘1 
where &l(x) denotes the nth logarithmic mean of the conjugate series of the 
derived Fourier series off. 
This theorem is easily deduced from the case d = 0 (see [8]), so we can 
suppose always d = 0 without loss of generality. Our generalization of this 
theorem with d = 0 is as follows. 
THEOREM 1. (i) Suppose that 
@(t) = 11 v(u) u-2 du = o (log f) as t --+ 0, (3) 
then relation (2) with d = 0 holds if and only if 
sinuv du + 
.2n dv 
J 
rm du) __ 
J 
--cosuvdu=o(l) 
Ta v log v l,Ce u2 
(4) 
as n+ cc. 
(ii) There is a function f satisfying condition (3) but not (4) and for this 
.fumtion condition (1) with d = 0 in Theorem I cannot be replaced by (3). 
Further the two integrals on the left side of (4) cannot be replaced by either one 
alone. 
THEOREM 2. (i) If (3) holds, 
s 77 log 0’ cp(t) t-l sin vt dt = o --v- ( ) as v-+ co, l/V (5) 
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and 
s 
n 
p)(t) tr2 cos vt dt = o(log V) as v-+ co, (6) 
l/U 
then relation (2) with d = 0 holds. 
(ii) Three conditions (3), (5) and (6) are independent, that is, there 
are functions satisfying any two of (3), (5) and (6), but not the remaining one. 
Theorem I is a corollary of Theorem 2, (i) and further Theorem 2, (i) is a 
corollary of Theorem 1, (i). The examples used in the proof of Theorem 2, (ii), 
can be used for the proof of Theorem 1, (ii), so we omit the proof of Theo- 
rem 1, (ii) and also the proof of Theorem 2, (i). 
2. Proof of Theorems 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1, (i). We shall assume (3) only. By the definition, 
hA,(x) = + 11 q(t) h cos ht dt = + /,” p)(t) (-$- sin ht) dt 
and then the Kth partial sum of the conjugate series of the derived Fourier 
series off is 
S,‘(X) = - + 1: p)(t) g ($ sin-it) dt. 
Hence we get 
By assumption (3), 
1:‘” p(t) t2’ dt = o (g) as n--f co for i = 0, 1, 2,... 
and then 
1 1:‘” q(t) Pi dt ( = o(log n) as n+ co. 
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On the other hand, 
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cos(k + $1 t 
2 sin t/2 1 
dt 
+ cos(k + 3) t cos t/2 ) dt (2 sin t/2)2 
=J 
.* v(t) 
lin (2 sin t/2)2 
(cos t - cos(n + 1) t) dt 
- i,., (2 zt12,z dt 
.t 
J ( 
I 
2 tg u/2 - 
co+ + 4) u du 
() 2 sin u/2 ! 
= w, - xn . 
Similarly we write 
- 57 log(2n) &$Y) = kEl $ ,l’” + LEl $ Jr,, = u,* + *,* 
and 
.n 
*Tl *= J 
v(t) 
lin (2 sin t/2)2 
(cos t - cos(2n + 1) t) dt 
s 
n 
- dt) dt t ’ cos(2n + +) u 
1Jn(2 sint/2)2 I( 0 2 tgu/2 - 2 sin u/2 
du 
= w, * * -s, , 
and further we get u,* = o(log n) as n-+ co, in the same way as for u, . 
Now 
u’7i 
a, * 7r 
--A= v(t) cos(2n + 1) t 
log n hdw lln (2 sin t/2)” log(2n) - 
costg+L I) “) dt + o(1) 
z7 
z . 
1 
l,ra c2 ;f;,2)2 dt 1:” f (cos;~$) “) d* + 41) 
.n 
=- 
! 
dt> dt 
lln (2 sin t/2)2 
x ,:” (t sintg+v ‘) t + c;;l;g+v;j “) dcs + o(i) 
zzz - 2’ ,n -yYn* + 41) 
409/35/I-12 
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where 
s z7 Y?l *= ?J(t) dtl,n (2 sin t/2)2 I 2n cos(v + 1) t dv A v(log v)~ 
=s 
2n dv 
s 
T P(t) 
v(log v)” Iln (2 sin t/2)2 
cos(v + 1) t dt 
n 
=I 
2n dv 
n v(log v)2 
(v + 1) @&) sin@ + 1) t dt) 
n 
2n 
= 
I @l(t) dt 1 
sin(v + ') t 
n (1 + l/v) (1% 9' 
dv + o(l) 
1ln 
= * ((lo)&. - 11,. @l(t) t-l dt) + o(l) = o(l), 
since al(t) = J: 1p(u)(2 sin ~4/2)-~ du = o(log l/t) as t + 0. Further we have 
XTZ * 
--i&y log n
n du = dt) 
ljn (2 sin t/2)2 
dt cos(n + Q) u 
log n tT%ip + O(l) 
97 
= 
s 
dt) dt cos@n+4)uy3s(n+e4 
l,n (2 sin t/2)2 log n 
= 
s 
n 
?‘) dt,:,~~-&(cos~~o,‘yt)u)dv+o(l) 
lh (2 sin @I2 
=-I 
?I v(t) dt t du 
lh (2 sin W2 lh 11 
= z, - %I* + o(l) 
where 
= o (-$--&:,~du) = o(1). 
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Collecting the above estimates we get 
+ s:" & l:,. (2 z!Y,2)~ 
sin(v + 1) tdt + o(l) 
= 
I 
2n 
n ("+G%v s 
n 
1/n 
+cos (v + +) t dt 
+ j”“&p? 
sin(v + 1) tdt + o(1) 
zn dv a v(t) = 
I 
__ - 
vlogv i r,V t2 
cos vt dt 
+)i$i:,, 
v(t) ?sinvtdt +o(l) 
=j~f$-j:,N.$$(~+tsinvt)dt+~(l) 
which was proved by using assumption (3) alone. Therefore the condition 
(4) is necessary and sufficient for &(z) - tn’(x) = o(1) as n + co. Thus we 
have proved Theorem 1, (i). 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 2, (ii). W e s a consider the function q~ defined h 11 
on the interval (0, R) by 
g(t) = ckt sin nkt on Ulnk, link-d (K = 2, 3,...) 
= 0 on (l/4, n) (7) 
where nk = 2* and ck = 2k/22k-’ (=n,, log nk/nk). Then 
I 
“cpo t sin nkt dt = ck l/?lk I 1::“” sin2 nkt dt + yzl c* j”““-’ sin nkt sin njt dt k lhl, 
ck 
>A-, 
.,, A1ognk 
nk-l nk 
(k = 2, 3,...) 
Hence the function (7) does not satisfy condition (5). 
Now, for any H, there is an i such that n+ < v < ni , and 
-* m J t2 cos vt dt l!V 
s 
l’ni-l 
= Ci-1 
sin nit cos vt 
dt + z; ck j 
lJnk-l sin nkt cos vt 
liv 
=~(~~-l+~~-2)+b~~~~knk~=o~~~v) aI .*a, 
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so that condition (6) is satisfied by (7). Similarly, condition (3) is also satisfied 
by (7). Thus we have proved that there is a function which satisfies (3) and 
(6), but not (5). 
Next, we shall take the function 
q(t) = C,P cos n,t on (l/q, l/n& (k = 2, 3 ,...) 
zz 0 on (l/4,77) 63) 
where nk = 22’ and ck = 2”2”‘-l (=n,-, log nk). This function satisfies 
conditions (3) and (5), but not (6). 
Finally, the function 
PM = t on (0,4 
satisfies (5) and (6), but not (3). 
Condition (4) is not satisfied by either (7) or (8). Thus we have shown 
that each integral on the left side of (4) cannot be dropped. 
CHAPTER 4. ON THE CONVERGENCE FACTORS OF FOURIER SERIES 
AND OF SOME ASSOCIATED SERIES 
1. Introduction and Theorems 
1.1. R. Mohanty and B. K. Ray [9] have proved the following 
THEOREM I. If(i) 
I 
x 
q(u) u-l du = o log f 
i 1 
as t-0 
t 
and (ii) the function v(t)/log(2r/t) is of bounded variation on an interval (0, c) 
(0 < c < r), then the series x &(x)/log n is convergent. 
In Chapter 1, we have proved that the condition (ii) in the above theorem 
cannot be omitted. The condition (i) in the above theorem also cannot 
be omitted, since the function v,(u) = log(2+) on the interval (0, r) 
satisfies the condition (ii) but not (i), and its Fourier series is 
We prove the 
w cos nx . 
“o-cy-J 
S=l 
nn ?!f! dt. 
0 
THEOREM 1. We suppose that (i) the function g(t) = v(t)/log(2r/t) is of 
bounded variation on an interval (0, c) (0 < c < z-) and (ii) g(t) -+ 0 as t J 0. 
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Then the series C A,( x o )/l g. n is convergent if and only IY the integral (in the 
Cauchy sense) 
J 
.ii dt) 
+o t wwt) 
dt converges. 
Theorem I is a particular case of our theorem. Further Theorem I shows 
that the condition (i) in Theorem I can be replaced by 
.z 
J 
(log 1/t)” 
f P)(U) u-l du = 0 (log log l,ty ( 1 
as t + 0. 
1.2. R. Mohanty and B. K. Ray [9] proved the following theorems. 
THEOREM II. If(i) 
J‘: #(u) u-’ du = o (log fj as t + 0 
and (ii) thefunction $(t)/t log(2rr/t) ’ f b as 0 oun e variation on the interval (0, a), d d 
then the series C nB,(x)/log n is convergent. 
THEOREM III. If(i) 
jr 1 +)I u-2 du = o (i0g $) as t - 0 
and (ii) the function p)(t)/t log(2rrlt) is of bounded variation on the interval 
(0,4, th=n 
f M,(x) = o(log N) as Lv+ CT. 
Our generalization is as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (i) the function h(t) = #(t)/t log(2+) is of 
bounded variation on (0, TT) and that (ii) h(t) + 0 as t J 0. Then the series 
C nB,(x)/log n is convergent if and only if the integral 
-77 
J 
h(t) 
+o t kF+) 
dt converges. (3) 
This theorem shows that condition (i) in Theorem II can be replaced by 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that (i) the function k(t) = v(t)/t log(2+) is of 
bounded wariution on (0,~) and that (ii) h(t) -+ 0 us t 4 0. Then relation (2) 
holds if and only if 
j; p(u) rp du = o (log f) us t-0. 
Condition (ii) in Theorem 3 is a consequence of conditions (i) and (ii) in 
Theorem III, so that our theorem is a generalization of Theorem III. 
1.3. We can generalize Theorem 1 as follows: 
THEOREM 1’. Let 0 < a < 1. Suppose that (i) the function g,(t) = 
p(t)/(log 2r/t)” is of bounded variation on an interval (0, c) (0 < c < w) and 
(ii) g,(t) + 0 us t 4 0. Then the series C A,(x)/(log np is convergent ifund onZy 
;f the integral 
s 
Iv gaw 
+o t log(27r/t) dt conwerges* 
Similarly we can generalize Theorems 2 and 3. We can prove these theorems 
by methods similar to the case a = 1, so that we omit the proofs. 
1.4. We shall prove Theorem 1 and sketch the proof of Theorems 2 
and 3. For the proof of these theorems we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA. If p(u) is a non-increusing continuous function such that p(n) = pn 
for all n, then 
p(u) cos ut du d Ap, 
uniformly for all t, 0 < t < 7r. 
This is essentially a lemma of van der Corput and is stated by R. Salem 
in this form (see [lo]). 
2. Proof of Theorems 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1. By the definition 
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By integration by parts 
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and similarly 
.njN 
/ U2l <A J I 430 = 0 
Therefore U = o( 1) as N -+ co. 
o(1) as 
= o(l) as A+ co 
N-+ cc, 
w = j:,, i$e) log Gg(t) dt 
= g (G) ,I,, (Scg) 1% + dt 
+ j” 
TIM 
dg(t) 1; (iWz) log $ du = ?f”l + w, . 
s ?T n/Xl cos nt log $ dt = - sin(n;/M) log 2M + $ j:,, ++ dt 
we have 
N sin(nrr/M) WI = -g (8) 1% 2CM 71 log n 
+g($)n$M&/:,MFdt=o(l) as M-tax 
By a similar estimate 
W, = O(1) ,I,, I &@)I + 41) as M+CO 
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for any E > 0, and, for any 8 > 0, there is an E such that 
SE J 1 dg(t)l <6. TIM 
Thus W, = o(1) as M + 00, and then bV = o( 1) as M + co. We shall now 
estimate V. 
= ,.r f;; (gMF) log +g(xt) dt = n j:::’ ( F + f 
n=M n=1/ t+1 
) dt 
= 7rv1+ nvs . 
Then 
vl = f;; dg(nt) j:” ( nE, ‘;,s,“:” ) log ; du 
+ g (f-) 1;; inE “;~,“;” ) log ; du = Xl + X, . 
By the Lemma, we have 
l/U 
c 
cos mu -= 
n=M log n I 
TFdv+O(+M) 
and then 
=s l/M log ; du j l”” t u ;yo;;;; dw + o( 1) 
=s 
1 /A4 dw t w21og l/w s wcos$log;du +o(l) t 
1 .1/M 
J 
dw 2 =- w sin(z477/w) 
- du 77 t w21og l/w ( w log t sin $ + w s 1 + o(l) 
= -;logfj lPf sin(trr/w) t w log l/w dw +; j::‘$i‘f$‘$$dw + o(1) 
s 
l/M zzz Al t w 1:;1,w + O(l), 
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where 
using the power series expansion of the sine function. Thus we get 
x1 = A, j::i dgcrrt) j:‘.”& + o(l) 
= ill 1 -l“u &-4 - &/~i) dzc +o( 1) 1 ;N 24 log l/u 
Similarly 
Therefore 
Concerning V, , 
Using the formula 
- Yl + -E’:! + o(l). 
cos n%-24 f -= u cos(u77/w) 
n=l/u+l log n s l/N w2 log l/w dw + O i&i) ’ 
we get 
‘OS n=U 
log n 
log ; du 
= j:,N log + dff j:,, ;$$$ dw f o(l) 
=s 
t dw -t 
l/N 1 w2logl/w w 
cos$log+du +0(l) 
lt dw 
7T s 
*t zz- 
l/N w2 log l/w 
(w log + sin E + 20 ( 
- 11’ 
sin(;/w) d”) + o(l) 
s 
t 
I(’ 
sin(;iw) du + O(1) 
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and then 
Y&j 
7T 
l”’ d&t) j:,n w ,$l,w jl sin(r’w) du + o(l) 
l/N 
1 l/M dw =- 
7r I l/N 
jliM dg(?rt) ,: sin(;‘w) du + o(l) 
wlogl/w U, 
1 1l.w dw *“” =- 
7F s l/N J wlogllw U’ 
sin(r’w) (g (5) - g(m)) du + o( 1). 
Similarly 
El2 = +-g (;) ,:::’ w ,f;l,w j: sin(r’w) du + o( 1) 
and then 
v, = _L jlfhf dw 
l/N 
j VM sin(u9r/w) 
77 wlogl/w w U gb-4 du + 41) 
1 =- 
T s 
lfM g+) du 
s 
u 
l/N u 
sin(un/w) dw + o(l) 
l/N w log llw 
1 
=- + 41) ?r I 
“‘* + du (A j:, 
IIN 
sin(;‘w) dw + 0 ((log ‘1 ,uj9 
1) 
1 “” u =- 
s 
g+) d,, 
7 l/N 24 log l/u s 
sin@dw) dw + o(l) 
l/N W 
1 I’*’ z- 
s 
dm) du xuN~dw + o(l) 
77 l/N ulogI/u I n e, 
Collecting the above estimates, we get 
&’ = 
I 
1’M &J-4 
l/N u log lb 
du(xA, + j,“cdv) -to(l). 
Putting A, = WA, + SI (sin W)/V dw (> 0), we have proved that 
f A,(x) = A, j:Ir u~~~~,u du + o(1) 
n=&f logn 
as M, N-+ co. 
Thii is a stronger form than Theorem 1. 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 2. By the definition in the Introduction, 
B,(x) = b, cos nx - a, sin m = -& jW (b(t) sin nt dt 
0 
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and 
= jy'" + jlI+r + j:,*,, = u + v + TV. 
We can easily see that U = o(1). We get, by integration by parts, 
Since 
.R N 
J (c 
n sin nu 2i7 
t 7+&f 1% n 
u log u du 
we get WI = o(1) using the estimate of the last integral in section 2.1, and 
similarly W, = o(l). Finally, 
I/M N 
V=A 
j ( c l/N n=M 
nsiz;,,)) tlog+h (T) dt 
= A j;:,” (n;;f + .jt+;) dt = -W, + vd- 
Estimating V, and V, by a method similar to that of section 2.1, we get 
N n&(x) A, 1/M h(z42) 
rrc-=- 
n=‘$f 1% n 7l 1 l/N w log I/o 
de, + o(1) as M, N+ to. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
2.3. Proof of Theorem 3. By the definition 
n 5 nA,(x) = j-1 @> (2 n COS nt) dt = j;‘N f j:,N = u + v, 
n-1 Vl=l 
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where we can easily see that U = o(log n). Using the formula 
n cos nt = N MN + 8) t 1 - cos Nt 
11=1 2 sin t/2 4 sin2 t/2 
in the estimate of I’, we get 
T !l d,(x) = - 2 ,l,, y(u) r2 du + o(log N) as N -+ CO. 
This proves the theorem. 
CHAPTER 5. ON THE ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE OF SERIES ASSOCIATED 
WITH FOURIER SERIES 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Let f be an integrable function with period 2~ and let its Fourier 
series be 
f(x) N + a, + f (a, cos nx + b, sin nx) = f A,(x). (1) 
724 ?I=0 
By S,(x) we denote the nth partial sum of the series (1). We write 
W) = j: P)(U) du and q+(t) = Jy t sin - 2 for t > 0. 
R. Mohanty and S. Mohapatra [II] (cf. S. M. Mazar [12]) proved the 
following 
THEOREM I. If(i) the function VI(t) log 2x/t is of bounded variation on the 
interval (0, T), (ii) the function vl(t)/t is absolutely integrable on a neighborhood 
of the origin and (iii) the sequence (@A,(x)) is of bounded variation for an a > 0, 
then the series 
f (h(X) -f(4) 
n=l n 
is absolutely convergent. 
We shall prove the following generalization. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (i) the function g(t) = q+(t) log 2+ is of 
bounded variation on the interval (0, T), (ii) g(+O) = 0 and (iii) the series 
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xz=, A,(x)/nh < a3 for a 6, 0 < b < 1. Then the series (2) is absolutely 
convergent if and only if c,ol(t)/t is absolutely integrable. 
Condition (iii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied when the sequence (no-d,(x)) is 
bounded for an a such that 0 < a < 1, and condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is a 
consequence of (i) and (ii) of Theorem I. 
1.2. For the proof of Theorem 1, we use the following lemma. 
s 
ii sin nu 
2 sin u/2 * log 2i5-lu as n+ xl. 0 
Proof. We have 
.T; 
J 
sin nu 
2 sin u/2 * log 2rrlu 
du= n 
0 J* o 
Now 
J 
.nn/2 sin u 1 
du - __ 
s 
n77/e sin u 
0 u log 2mlu logn o 
- du 
u 
=s 
nni’2 sin u 
0 U ( 
1 
log 2rrnlu 
where 
and 
1 -6n log u/277 du ( ir,I d ~ A 271 u log u ‘log* 
In order to estimate s, , consider the function 
h(u) = f :oogg@;u on the interval (67 3 
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for large n. By logarithmic differentiation 
-=_l(l- 04 log n 
44 u log u/277 - log 27i-?llu 1 
where, putting x = log u/2rr, 
l- 
log n x2 - x log n + log n 
log 4237 * log 274u = - log u/27 * log 2nralu ; 
the quadratic function has two real roots a = 1 + O(l/log n) and 
b = logn - 1 + O(l/logn). Wh en u lies between 6?r and 42, x lies inside 
the interval (a, b) and then the numerator of the right side is positive. Thus 
the function h decreases in (6, n7r/2) and we get 
Therefore 
s II sin nu 1 du = - o 2 sin u/2 * log 2a/u s nn’2 F du + 0 ((lo; n)2 kn 0 1 
) 
as n+ to, 
which has to be proved. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1. 
Without loss of generality, we can suppose @(?I) = g(n) = 0. By the 
definition, 
sin(n + $1 t dt 
2 sin t/2 
=- 
s 
= w 
0 
co;?;,;’ ’ dt + ; j,” 0(t) (2 ;; ;;2)2 dt 
n 
=- 
I 0 
,,t)cos(n+~)tdt+~~:q+(t)&dt (3) 
= - u, + v* . 
Integrating by parts, we write 
%a = i 
cos(n + 4) t 
log 27r/t 
dt=/;dg(r)[;co;E;;udu 
1 
= - n+* s 
= - w, - x, (4) 
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and 
where c is a positive constant < 1, which will be determined later. Now, 
Since d.(t) = 4(1/t) log 2rr/t) Q(t) + (l/t) log 2m/t p)(t) dt, we have 
z-z Xl + x2 * 
Substituting cp(t) N xz=‘=, A,(x) cos kt, 
1 n sin(n + +) t t dt) dt l/?P 
= il Ak(X) j n cos kt sin(n + 4) t dt 
l/?ZC t 
= 4 f AL(x) 1” (sin(k + II + 3) t + sin(n - k + s) t) t-l dt 
I;=1 l/d 
‘cc 
= O ( k& 
I &WI nc 
In-k ++I 
and then 
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which is finite for a c less than 1 - b. Using the Fourier expansion 
G(t) - Cz=, A,(x) k-l sin kt, we get 
-= J 1 + log 2%-/t llnc t2 log h-/t sin (72 ++) t@(t)dt 
= k& y j:,,c ‘t~~~~/t sin (n + -$-) t sin kt dt 
= 0 
and then 
X2<AfLf I -d,(x)1 
n=l n1-2c k-1 k I n - k + 4 I 
<AC m A&) log k < co 
k=l 
k2-2c 
Thus we have proved that bV2 is finite and hence the left side of (5) is finite. 
We shall now consider x, in (4). We write 
where 
dg(t) so u(log 27+)2 
t sin(n + i> ’ & / + A 
and 
I;; < A f f j” I fw)l 
n=1 l/nC t(log 277/v 
Hence the left side of (6) is finite, and then C ( u, 1 < co. Finally we shall 
estimate v, in (3). 
sin nt 
2 sin t/2 - log 27r/t 
dt 
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where 
We write 
Since the inner integral of yn’ is 742 log n) + O(l/(log TZ)~), the above 
estimates give 
1 - s -- “+dt 2 0 + O(l), 
which is the required result. 
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